
NQC 2018 – team’s championship 
 

 

 

  

1. After which Soviet politician (1896-1948) was previously named Ukraine’s important industrial centre (and due to 
Donbass conflict also the Donetsk Oblast’ administrative centre) Mariupol? 

2. This state of North East India (the capital is Kohima) is one of the smallest in the country: about 17,000 km2 and 20 
million inhabitants, with a similar name, the kingdom plays an important role in Mahabharata's epos. Etymologically, it 
may have come from the name of the snake-figured deity of Buddhism and Hinduism, which has been used by Rudyard 
Kipling in his work Rikki-Tikki-Tavi when naming the cobra. Name this state or deity. 

 
3. What is the Australian term for most vast and remote areas with (almost) no inhabitants? It has also found a place in 

the Subaru product lineup. 

4. The OECD has 35 member-countries. Which country is the poorest and which the richest (by GDP per capita, 2016)? 
 

5. After which historical region in Asia Minor was a traditional cap, made famous by the Smurfs, named? The cap was 
worn by the people of antic Asia, who passed it on to other peoples in touch with Hellenistic culture, and was used as a 
symbol of freedom in the time of French Revolution, when it was called the Jacobin or liberty cap. 
 

6. What was the name of the Italian professional wrestler, best known for his work with the World Wide Wrestling 

Federation (WWWF, later known as WWF and now WWE) who was the World Heavyweight Champion for more than 

11 years across only two reigns during the 60s and 70s? He died on April 18th this year. 

7. Name the 1844-founded Swedish camera manufacturer, whose products gained world-wide prominence during the 
Apollo missions, where the pictures taken on Moon were made with … cameras. What manufacturer? 

8. Which Millennium Prize Problem is the only one to have been solved? It was proven by Grigori Perelman in 2003 and 

the precise formulation of the problem was as follows: Every simply connected, closed 3-manifold is homeomorphic to 

the 3-sphere. 

9. Gaspard-Félix Tournachon (6 April 1820 – 20 March 1910), was a French photographer, caricaturist, journalist, novelist, 
and balloonist (or, more accurately, proponent of manned flight). From work as a caricaturist, he moved on to 
photography, particularly portraits. He photographed a wide range of personalities: politicians (Guizot, Proudhon), 
stage actors (Sarah Bernhardt), writers (Hugo, Baudelaire, Sand, Nerval, Gautier, Dumas), painters (Corot, Delacroix, 
Millet), and musicians (Liszt, Rossini, Offenbach, Verdi, Berlioz). By what pseudonym is he known? This pseudonym 
differs by a character from the family name of a famous sportsman? 
 

10. You are listening Symphony No 3 (Opus 36) written by a Polish composer (1933-2010). Who wrote it? 



11. Which name is given to the Assyrian protective deity, often depicted as having a human's head, a body of a bull or a 

lion, and bird's wings? In some writings, it is portrayed to represent a female deity, so we will also accept a less 

frequently common name used for the male counterpart. 

12. What is the name of this politician who served as President of Catalonia until October 2017, when the position was 
suspended and an arrest warrant was issued on him by the Spanish government following the declaration of 
independence by the Catalan government? 

 
 

13. Which uninhabited river island in the Bidasoa river is a condominium established by the Treaty of the Pyrenees in 

1659, under joint sovereignty of Spain and France, and for alternating periods of six months is officially under the 

governance of the naval commanders of San Sebastián, Spain (1 February – 31 July) and of Bayonne, France (1 August 

– 31 January)? 

14. Which mineral (Al2O3) has 9 on the Mohs scale of mineral hardness, which makes it the second hardest mineral, after 
diamond? 

15. When doing sports, you must feel comfortable, clothing must be comfortable, but also safe. A new producer of a 
sportswear outfits (founded 1996 by Kevin Plank) celebrates its production under this brand name. What is the brand 
name? Basketball player Stephen Curry, tennis player Andy Murray and alpine skier Lindsey Vonn, of course, know it. 

 
 

16. The trophy for the fastest circumnavigation of the Earth with a yacht (crew size/yacht type unlimited) is named after a 

famous writer. The current that trophy holder is Frenchman Francis Joyon. Which trophy? 

17. The Romans considered Etruscans as the greatest experts in this area, even calling it "Etruscan Science" or "Etruscan 
Art". Even after the eruption of Etruscans, practitioners in this area were called "haruspices" by the Etruscan language 
among the Romans. What was this industry? 

18. Lady Bird is the main character of the movie of the same name, but also the nickname of the former American first lady. 
She died in 2007, aged 94; only Bess Truman and Nancy Reagan died at a greater age. Her husband died 34 years prior. 
Their last name was?  

19. Which perfume, produced by fashion house Yves Saint-Laurent, was created after Saint-Laurent’s visit to Greece, 
where he was particularly impressed with free-standing statues of naked young men?  
 

20. What is the stage name of American rapper, born Chancelor Jonathan Bennett, who won 3 Grammys in 2017, 
including the award for rap album of the year – Coloring Book? 

 
  



21. The Hussites were radical reformers who followed the teachings of Jan Hus, and their one-eyed leader (1360 – 1424) is 
an icon of Czech military history for his innovative tactics thanks to which he never lost a battle. His last wish was to be 
skinned after death so drums could be made from his skin, so he could continue to lead his army. His name was? 

22. Who was the only American who was honoured in his lifetime with the highest possible US army rank – General of 
the Armies (6-star general)? 

23. It seems as though it is the shield of Iceland. But it’s not in Iceland. What town, founded in the 7th Century, is the 
Slovenian Adriatic coast’s main attraction? Today the town has about 4500 inhabitants and its most famous son was the 
composer and violinist Giuseppe Tartini. Which town? 
 

 
24. This rationalist philosopher (1632-1677), whose essay "Ethics" was posthumously published, is considered one of the 

"fathers" of the Enlightenment. His critical analysis of religious issues led the Catholic Church to declare his works 
forbidden, and the Jewish religious leaders to declare him herem, basically thrown out of the Jewish community. Who? 

25. When somebody tells you to picture a microphone, chances are you are going to picture this one. The model is named 
SM58; it has been in use for decades and the experts claim it’s the best microphone on the market. Which company 
produces it? 

 
 

26. What’s the name of the Italian mountaineer and explorer with a German name, considered the greatest mountaineer 
of all times, the first man to climb all the 14 eight-thousanders, a feat which he completed in 1986? 

27. This photo is known as "The last Jew of ……". The points are suitable for the name of one of the Ukrainian oblast 
centers, the largest city in the Podolian region. Write it! 

 
28. Which stand-up comedian, podcaster, writer and actor who appeared more than forty times on Late Night with 

Conan O’Brien is also the host of a twice-weekly podcast titled «WTF with ___» where he interviews guests in his 

own garage? Highlights include Robin Williams, Louis CK and Barack Obama. Lately he has also portrayed the role of 

sleazy director Sam Sylvia in the tv show Glow. 

29. What is the main ingredient of the Indian culinary delight called Bombay duck? The odour of that food is extremely 
powerful, and it is usually transported in air-tight containers. The food can be consumed in Indian restaurants all over 
the world. 

30. Which American jazz drummer and bandleader (1917-1987), widely considered one of the most influential drummers 

of all time and known for his virtuoso technique, power and speed, performed with many bandleaders, most 

notably Tommy Dorsey, Harry James, Count Basie, and led his own big band? Please listen to it! 

  



31. First she was married to French king Louis VII, and later to English king Henry II. Among the 10 children she gave birth to 
was the future king, Richard I ‘the Lionheart’. Who was she, the world’s most powerful woman in the second half of 
the 12th century? 

32. What’s the capital of the Russian Udmurt Republic, known as the birthplace of Andrei Kirilenko, nicknamed AK-47, 

and as the deathplace of Mikhail Kalashnikov, the inventor of the AK-47? 

33. It is mainly grown in the Mediterranean but has also been grown further north in countries with moderate climates, and 
certain parts of the tree are used in the culinary field. The English-language name of the tree also denotes a geographic 
term. To a person who has successfully completed a certain stage of life, a wreath made of this tree may be given (in 
the translated sense, the fruit of the fruit tree is in photograph 2). What tree? 
 

 
34. Which is the only major moon in the solar system with a retrograde orbit? It is thought to have been a dwarf planet 

captured from the Kuiper belt by its mother planet. 

35. Lasting from 500 BC to between 1000 and 1500 AD when they were replaced by the Thule people, what is the name 
of the paleo-eskimo culture who inhabited the central and eastern Canadian Arctic? Named after a small Island in the 
Hudson Strait, they also share their name with a ceremonial county of England. 

36. Which Formula One team, founded in 1985, was bought by Red Bull in the year 2005 to form the current Scuderia 
Toro Rosso team? The team’s best results during its tenure in Formula One were three 4th places, scored by Pierluigi 
Martini and Christian Fittipaldi. The team is notable for some well-known drivers who made their Formula 1 debut in it, 
for example Fernando Alonso and Mark Webber.  

37. What’s the name of the subatomic particles, named after an Italian laureate of the Nobel Prize in physics, who 
developed the first nuclear reactor, and after whom a paradox regarding the existence of extraterrestrial life is 
called? 

38. By which name was known a group of Post-Impressionist avant-garde artists (P.Bonnard, E.Vouillard, M.Denis etc) 
who set the pace for fine arts and graphic arts in France in the 1890s? Initially a group of friends interested in 
contemporary art and literature, most of them studied at the private art school of Rodolphe Julian (Académie Julian) in 
Paris in the late 1880s. The meaning of the name of the group is „prophet“ in Hebrew and Arabic. 
 

39. Over the last couple of years, there has been a widespread appetite for filmmakers to make a film based on a popular 
satirical series that was originally produced by Mike Judge in 199 episodes between 1993-1998 (with an animated film 
released in 1996). Benedict Cumberbatch and Neil Patrick Harris (pictured below) have been recommended to play the 
two main roles. Which series? 

 
40. Which British rock band, formed in 1979, soon after shortened its name to the current one to avoid copyright 

conflicts with the works of J.R.R. Tolkien? 

  



41. The man pictured was, during the First World War, the leader of the German forces in East Africa, keeping his forces (up 
to a maximum of 14,000 men) in check under pressure from British, Belgian and Portuguese troops, which were twenty 
times larger. He surrendered only after the end of the war (on November 13 a ceasefire was held and he surrendered 
on November 25th 1918). He was given the nickname "African Lion". Who? 
 

 
42. Omar, the father, ruled Gabon from 1967 until 2009, when his son, Ali, who rules until present day, succeeded him. 

What is their last name? 

43. Etchmiadzin Cathedral, built from 301 to 303, and one of the oldest churches in the world, listed as a UNESCO world 
heritage site, is located in – which country? 

 
44. The world's largest beetle lives in Central and South America, its total length (with a horn) can reach 17.5 cm. What is 

the name inspired by ancient mythology? 

 
45. In which sport did the placing of the first four teams in the latest World Cup, held in 2017 in Bahamas, look like this: 

Brazil, Tahiti, Iran, Italy? The placing in the 2015 World Cup, held in Portugal, looked like this: Portugal, Tahiti, Russia, 
Italy? 

46. Name a 1946 born US scientist, who has gained lots of interest with his research work in genomics which aim to create 

synthetic organisms who wil be able to create, for example, motor vehicle fuels, medicines etc. In 2007 he was also the 

first person whose entire genome was published. Who is this? 

47. Cormoran Strike is one of the main characters of a series of crime fiction books. The author behind this series is 
probably more famous for a different book series. What is the name of the main character of that other book series? 

48. This company was founded in the town of Ulm by the local firefighters’ commandant Conrad Dietrich … in the year 

1866 and its logo was inspired by Ulm’s Münster. At first the company produced fire-fighting pumps and ladders, and 

the first trucks were produced 1916. Trucks produced by the company were characterized mostly through its air-cooled 

Deutz engines. In 1975 the company merged with Fiat, O.M., Lancia and UNIC to form today’s IVECO. Under the 

commandant’s family name are today manufactured only fire-fighting vehicles (pumpers/rescue vehicles and ladder 

trucks). What company/trademark? 

49. Margarita Carmen Cansino, the dancer and actress, made herself blonde and raised her hairline in order to boost her 
career, as well as taking her mother's English maiden name, under which she became world-famous. What is that 
name? 

50. You are listening to a musical group, which got its name from a 1930s US light truck. You are listening to their biggest 

hit from 1985. Which band, led by lead singer Kevin Cronin? 

  



51. Which philosopher has been called the pupil, daughter or wife of Pythagoras, although others made her the wife of 

Brontinus? Her place of birth and the identity of her father are quite uncertain, leading some authors to suggest that 

there was more than one person whose details have become merged. The writings attributed to her were: Pythagorean 

Apophthegms, Female Advice, On Virtue, On Piety, On Pythagoras, Philosophical Commentaries, and Letters. None of 

these writings have survived except a few fragments and letters of uncertain authorship. 

52. In which country, in its largest city, are the headquarters of company Hilti located? Brothers Martin and Eugen Hilti 
founded it in 1941, and it develops, produces and sells products for constructing and maintaining buildings. 

53. The geological period carboniferous is in North America often split into two periods, named after which two US 
states? 

54. Which Israeli-American psychologist is notable for his work on the psychology of judgment and decision-making, as 

well as behavioral economics, for which he was awarded the 2002 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences? He 

also summarized a lot of his research in the best selling book «Thinking, Fast and Slow». 

55. From a total of 889 attempts, Igor Rostorotsky (1987) and Rulon Gardner (2000) are the only ones to accomplish 

which sporting feat? 

56. Beginning with letter “W”, what’s the name of a species of large deer that lives in western USA and western Canada, 
also known as Canadian deer or Cervus Canadensis? 
 

 
57. American Airlines Flight 1 was a domestic, scheduled passenger flight from New York International (Idlewild) Airport 

(now John F. Kennedy International Airport) to Los Angeles International Airport. On March 1, 1962, the Boeing 707 
assigned to the flight rolled over and crashed into a swamp two minutes after takeoff, killing all 87 passengers and eight 
crew members aboard. Among the people killed were a number of prominent persons. Also destroyed were 15 
paintings and drawings of the well-known Armenian-American painter (1904-1948, see left). The painter had taken his 
name from a well-known writer in 1920-and had even told people that he was a relative of this writer. What was the 

name of the painter?  
 

 

58. Which American playwright, screenwriter and actor won Pulitzer Prize in 1979 for his drama Buried Child, and was 
nominated for an Academy Award for the role of Chuck Yeager in The Right Stuff? 

59. Yerkish is an artificial language that uses a special keyboard. The language was developed by Ernst von Glasersfeld, 
Duane Rumbaugh and Sue Savage-Rumbaugh, who were working at the Yerkes Research Center in Atlanta. For 
communicating with whom was that language developed? 

60. Which 1980 founded rock group is here covering Queen (from year 1987)? Their name is their home country’s capital 
City. 

 
 
  



61. Which Austrian politician, often thought of as one of the most important diplomats of all time, was Foreign Minister 

for Austria from 1809 until 1848? In this time, he got Austria out of a bad treaty with Napoleon that forced Austria to 

fight on the French side. Then he helped build a system in Europe that kept the peace for most of the next hundred 

years. 

62. Greek mythology knows this kind of siren. The name of a Greek settlement, located near today’s Naples, and therefore 
also one of SSC's Naples nicknames, is derived from it. In 1799, this was the name given to Napoleon's building in the 
republic created by the kingdom of Naples. What name? 

63. The unrecognised Republic of Artsakh adopted its current name after a constitutional referendum in 2017. What is the 

better known former name of this republic? 

64. Which German meteorologist and geophysicist is the author of the theory of continental drift, the basis of the current 

model of tectonic plates? 

65. After the grandchildren of the company J.W Foster's founder (J.W Foster and Sons) had discovered the name of this 
outlandish animal in the Afrikaans Dictionary, the company was also renamed to that animal. To date, the company has 
joined one of the larger corporations, but the brand is still there. Please name this animal or trademark! 

 
66. Which sport is the subject of 1984 Swiss film La diagonale du fou, which won Switzerland's first Academy Award for 

Best Foreign Language Film? 

67. Which Brazilian architect and urban planner was, along with Oscar Niemeyer, entrusted with designing Brasilia? 

68. Fill the name of a historical person in the lyrics of the Italian national anthem. If you follow football championships, 
you must have heard it numerous times.  
 

Fratelli d'Italia, 

l'Italia s'è desta, 

dell'elmo di _____ 

s'è cinta la testa. 

 

69. What is the name of this traditional Ukrainian string instrument? It evolved from more primitive versions resembling a 
lyre, modern instruments typically have 55-65 strings. 

 
70. His first appearance before the public was his participation with his brother in the boyband New Kids on the Block - but 

being only 13 years old, he turned out to be too young for this project and left soon afterwards. At the beginning of the 
1990s, he became known as Marky Mark (1991 with the hit Good Vibrations also in the US Billboard Hot 100) and 
famous for Calvin Klein's 1992 ads. Later he has been engaged in acting, including being an Oscar nominee twice but, 
unfortunately, unsuccessfully. Who? 

  



71. Which attribute bore the founder of the Orange-Nassau dynasty, one of the key figures of the rebellion of the Dutch 
against Habsburg rule? 

72. Who is the last non-French and non-Sebastien World Rally Drivers’ Champion (in year 2003)? 

73. What’s the name of this town in Apulia, close to Bari, which, thanks to its specific buildings, named trulli, made it to 
UNESCO’s list of world heritage sites? 

 
74. How is, after an ancient Greek word for knowledge, a branch of philosophy which studies the nature and reach of 

knowledge, called? We could also call it a theory of knowledge. 
 

75. This reptile living on the small islands of New Zealand looks like a normal, although hefty lizard (up to 80 cm in length 
and weighing 1.3 kg), but is actually the only surviving species of the family Rhynchocephalia, which is somewhat more 
archaic than modern lizards. As a matter of fact, it possesses a light-sensitive "third eye" in the back of the head, whose 
exact function is unknown. What's the reptile’s name? 

 
76. Which Japanese gymnast is the most successful Asian athlete in the history of Olympic Games, winner of eight gold, 

three silver and one bronze medals in the period from 1968 to 1976?  

77. For better use of the production of Far North gas fields, this modern port of Russia is built on the Yamal Peninsula. What 
is the name of this port? 

78. Illustrated by Josef Lada, what is the name of this literary character? He is the hero of a satirical dark comedy novel 

unfinished at the death of its author in 1923. 

 

 

79. In April 1975, in a bar in Bonny Doon, California, Gary Dahl listened to his friends complain about their pets; this gave 

him the idea for the perfect "pet". This pet would not need to be fed, walked, bathed, or groomed, and it would not die, 

become sick, or be disobedient. Dahl said that they were to be the perfect pets and joked about it with his friends. He 

took his idea seriously, however, and drafted an "instruction manual". The manual was full of puns and gags that 

referred to them as an actual pet. What kind of «pet» did Gary Dahl sell over 1,5 million of at a price of 4 dollars a 

piece which made him a millionaire? 

80. Here sings a 1995 born singer-actress-model of Kosovar descent. Who? 

  



81. One of the symbols of this people is the peculiar cross-shaped comet head called the lauburu: it can be found on pastes, 
gravestones, buildings and all kinds of souvenirs sold to tourists. What ethnic group’s symbol it is? 
 

 
82. What is the purpose of the bridge visible in the picture below? 

 

 
83. Which hormone, produced mostly by the stomach and small intestine, has the function of regulating appetite, and is 

secreted when the stomach is empty? It is sometimes called the hunger hormone, and its opposite is the hormone 

leptin (the hormone of satiety, secreted by adipocytes in order to inhibit hunger).  

84. In addition to New Zealand, which three countries lie entirely south of the Tropic of Capricorn? 

85. An Estonian poet and scholar of literature (1883-1956) shares his name with a US TV-series created and written by 
Aaron Korsh. In January 2018 it was announced that the series had been renewed for an eighth season without some of 
series regulars. Why did the the producers have to find a new actress to play Rachel Zane? 

86. Along with Beckett and Ionesco, which French author is the third most famous author of the “theatre of the absurd”, 
known for his plays Les Bonnes, Le balcon and les Negres? 

87. The title of the painting Et in arcadia Ego (also known as the "Arcades of Arcades") has been an inspiration for many 
creative people, for example Goethe, Nietzsche, Duran Duran, Stoppard, etc., and has also been the basis for several 
conspiracies about temple drafts. Who is the author of this painting of 1638? 

 
88. Hungarian Aladár Gerevich is the only athlete with six Olympic gold medals for one event. In which specific event did he 

earn a gold medal at every game from 1932 to 1960? 

89. In the 1990s, Colombian choreographer Alberto Pérez developed this exercise program, which combines dance and 
fitness, with elements from samba, salsa, hip-hop, soca, merengue and mambo. Today it is practiced in more than 180 
countries worldwide. The name of the programme has no meaning and was chosen as a recognizable brand name. The 
name is? 

90. The singer you are listening is more famous for her movie roles. She first rose to prominence with the role of Claudia in 
Interview with The Vampire, played when she was 12 years old. Who is singing? 

  



91. When the Pope Alexander VI divided the lands in the 1494 Tordesillas Treaty between the Spanish and Portuguese 
kingdoms, it soon became a question of where the boundary of the area to be run would have run (first priority was in 
that case, that the question of Maluku Spice Islands was needed to be solved). In 1529, a new treaty was put in place 
to make the Tordesillas antimeridian. This contract is known by the name of the city where it was signed - name it - a 
Spanish city with about 660,000 inhabitants! 

92. According to the Bible, the Israeli people were divided to 12 tribes from the 12 sons of Jacob. Later, they received the 
13th tribe, because the tribe of Joseph was divided into two through his two sons. Name the two sons of Joseph / the 
tribes of Israel! 

93. Which European country is second in the world in plum production? 
 

 
94. Meaning Goddess of Turquoise in Tibetan, what is the name of the mountain that is often considered the easiest 

8000 meter peak to climb? The mountain was first climbed on October 19, 1954, via the north-west ridge by Herbert 

Tichy, Joseph Jöchler and Sherpa Pasang Dawa Lama of an Austrian expedition. 

95. Also known as the elliptical projection or Babinet projection, what is the common name of this map projection, 
named after the German astronomer who first published it in 1805? It preserves area, but at the expense of shape 
distortion at the perimeter of the ellipse. It is used for global maps of the world or the night sky. 
 

 
 

96. KOP is an abbreviation of three sporting structures, which are famous for one certain factor. Two of them are located 
in Kulm/Austria and Oberstdorf/Germany. There currently exist in the world 5 (five) structures of that kind. Please 
name the sport for which they are used (0,5 points for the third KOP member). 

97. What is the Latin word for the chemical element antimony? 

98. The libretto of Claude Debussy's opera Pelléas et Mélisande is an adaptation of an earlier play of the same name by 

which playwright, the only Nobel laureate in literature from his country?  

99. What is the name of the board game designer who has designed games such as Agricola, Le Havre, Bohnanza, 

Caverna, Patchwork, Fields of Arle, A Feast for Odin, Indian Summer and Nusfjord? 

 

100. You are listening to a song. It divides its name with today’s football superstar, born in 1991 and currently playing in 
Chelsea. What name? 



Answers, NQC 2018, Team’s Championship: 

1. Andrey Zhdanov 
2. Nagaland (deity: Nag) 
3. Outback 
4. Poorest: Mexico, richest - Luxembourg 
5. Phrygian cap 
6. Bruno Sammartino 
7. Hasselblad 
8. Poincare conjecture  
9. Nadar (sportsman: Nadal) 
10. Henryk Gorecki 
11. Lammasu (also Shedu) 
12. Carles Puigdemont 
13. Pheasant Island 
14. Corundum 
15. Under Armour 
16. Jules Verne Trophy 
17. Prediction / Divination 
18. Johnson 
19. Kouros 
20. Chance The Rapper 
21. Jan Žižka 
22. John Pershing 
23. Piran (Italian Pirano) 
24. Baruch Spinoza 
25. Shure 
26. Reinhold Messner 
27. Vinnytsia 
28. Marc Maron 
29. Dried and flavored lizard fish 
30. Buddy Rich 
31. Eleanor of Aquitanie 
32. Izhevsk 
33. Bay 
34. Triton 
35. Dorset culture 
36. Minardi 
37. Fermions (by Enrico Fermi) 
38. Les Nabids 
39. Beavis and Butt-Head 
40. Marillion 
41. Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck  
42. Bongo 
43. Armenia 
44. Hercules’ beetle 
45. Beach football 
46. Craig Venter 
47. Harry Potter 
48. Magirus 
49. Rita Hayworth 
50. REO Speedwagon 
51. Theano 
52. Liechtenstein 
53. Mississippi and Pennsylvania 
54. Daniel Kahneman 
55. They defeated wrestler Alexandr Karelin 

56. Wapiti 
57. Arshile Gorky 
58. Sam Shepard 
59. Communicating with primates 
60. Laibach (Ljubljana name in German) 
61. Klemens von Metternich 
62. Parthenope 
63. Nagorny Karabakh 
64. Alfred Wegener 
65. Reebok 
66. Chess 
67. Lucio Costa 
68. Scipio 
69. Bandura 
70. Mark Wahlberg 
71. Silent or Taciturn (William The Silent) 
72. Petter Solberg 
73. Alberobello 
74. Epistemology 
75. Tuatara 
76. Sawao Kato 
77. Sabetta 
78. Švejk 
79. Pet Rock 
80. Dua Lipa 
81. Basque 
82. Changing the driving side from left to right 

for avoidance of traffic jams 
83. Ghrelin/lenomorelin 
84. Uruguay, Lesotho and Swaziland 
85. Rachel Zane was played by Meghan 

Markle/due to her engagement with 
Prince Harry (series Suits / Estonian poet 
Gustav Suits) 

86. Jean Genet 
87. Nicolas Poussin 
88. Fencing (team sabre)“  
89. Zumba 
90. Kirsten Dunst 
91. Zaragoza 
92. Ephraim and Manasse 
93. Serbia 
94. Cho Oyu 
95. Mollweide projection 
96. Ski jumping/Flying (P is for 

Planica/Slovenia) 
97. Stibium 
98. Maurice Maeterlinck 
99. Uwe Rosenberg 
100. Hazard 


